
STILON

STILON Thickness* (mm) Cutting Direction
STILON T08 0,75 - 0,85

STILON T10 0,95 - 1,05

STILON T12 1,15 - 1,25
* All thickness values have a natural variation of ± 0,05mm
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COUNTER 
Whole polyester adhesive

TECHNICAL DATA

STILON is an innovative family of thermoplastics counters, which has exceptional mechanical features. It is suitable for all 
shoes requiring very high resilience and very long lasting shape retention characteristics. STILON is a counter material, 
which gives flexible to firm backparts intended for loose insertion into a counter pocket or for pre-lamination to coated 
linings.  
The main advantages are: 

- non-directional cutting of the material 
- reliable bonding to almost all known upper materials 
- ability to assure excellent bondings including the skived margins 
- the skived margins don’t mark the upper 
- to achieve outstanding wearing results and excellent toplines 
- easy workability and skiving 
- special moulding properties: it will get malleable when heated and during cooling, the counter remains mouldable for 2-3 
minutes 
- the counter can be used pre-moulded or flat 

STILON can be used by pre-heating the material before inserting it between lining and upper or directly in- serting the 
cold material between lining and upper.  

1) Way of using with pre-heating  
The counter is pre-heated at 70°-80° by a heating plate Teflon coated, that allows an ideal temperature control. Other 
heat sources can also be used, as ovens, lamps, hot steam. 
The pre-heated counter softens very quickly. 
As the special adhesive does not stick the fingers, the operator can easily insert the counter between upper and lining, 
manually. Then the counter is moulded and stuck by the special moulding machine.

Advisable standard working conditions:

• Temperature of the last: from 110° to 130° according to the type of lining and upper used (natural or synthetic) 

• Minimum effective interface temperature: 100°C 

• Contact time: from 10 to 15 seconds (higher temperature allows shorter contact time) 


2) Way of using without pre-heating  
The material is placed between liner and upper and formed using a backpart moulding machine. We recommend the 
following working conditions:

• Temperature of the shape: 140-150°C depending on the nature of lining and upper used (natural or synthetic).

• Minimum effective interface temperature: 100°C

• Contact time: from 10 to 15 seconds (high operating temperatures allow contact times reduced and vice versa).

In case of backpart moulding machine with two positions, the subsequent cold stabilization allows to obtain a

counter perfectly shaped.


ATTENTION: the application of solvent glue can affect the adhesive present on the sheet, causing detachment. 
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